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Mains Cables With Puritan Proprietary Dissipative Technology
For The Very Cleanest Signal Earth, Combined With Exclusive
Vibration Absorbing Materials And Construction Methods For
The Clearest, Most Dynamic, Solid And Stable Imaging.    
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With  Puritan Proprietary Dissipative Technology and Vibration Absorbing 
Construction Mains Cable Performance Has Been Lifted To A New Level
Ordinary mains cables act as antenna for the radiated
electromagnetic interference that floods our environment.
They route this hash and rubbish into your equipment
chain inhibiting your system’s ability to accurately resolve
minute and subtle information.  

Conventional shielded mains cables prevent this interference
from entering the conductors with their protective shielding.
Unfortunately they shunt this interference directly to earth,  
the same earth that your system components use as  their 
signal reference ground. It is a truly bad idea to  introduce more 
emi rubbish and noise into your signal  ground.

Puritan Proprietary Dissipative Shielding  Technology provides
a unique barrier of dissipative shielding: Interference
bombarding the cable is absorbed by the dissipative shield 
where its micro electrical energy is converted into harmless 
micro heat energy through multiple attenuation paths, 
preventing emi reaching the internal conductors and significantly
limiting the problem of shielded interference being dumped to the 
system earth.

With heavy duty extreme purity 20 Amp conductors enclosed in
superior dielectric, vibration absorbing soft silicon insulation, plus
a thick, high pliancy, dissipative coated silicon sheath, covered
in soft fabric, to provide a complex strata of vibration absorption.

Having advanced vibration absorbing construction and Puritan
Proprietary Dissipative Technology,  no other cables are built
or sound this way. Hand Made With Great Care In The U.K. 

The Most Technically Advanced
Mains Cables Are Also 
The Greatest Sounding 

Available in 1.0M 1.5M 2.0M 3.0M or custom lengths with C7, 
C13 (standard) or C19 connectors and UK or Euro plug types. 
Other configurations are available on request
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